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Introduction 

Exploration and Excavation of the Earliest Sivaite 
Monastic Establishment at Kashmir Smast 

(A Preliminary Report) 

M. NASIM KHAN

For many years the anti_que seekers are busy in illegal diggings destroying the most important and 
unique Sivaite site, ancient Gandhara, known as Kashmir Smast. The many and varied antiquities 
detached from their archaeological context are reaching private collections in different parts of the 
world without leaving any trace of their origin and historical background. These antiquities mostly 
consist of sculptures, jewellery, inscriptions, seals and a large number of coins of different periods, 
covering a span of sixteen hundred years from the Inda-Greeks to the Sultans of Delhi. Some of 
the epigraphic material has already been published (Nasim Khan, 2000a, 2000b, 2002a) while 
other antiquities like Lajja Gauri seals and numismatic finds are submitted for publication 1. 

Antiquities so far recovered from the Kashmir Smast are of great historical value. Not only because 
most of them are unique in character, but, also, they belong to a cultural and religious milieu quite 
distinct from Buddhism, the most popular religion of the period. It is generally believed that Hindu 
cults were absent in the region before the advent of the Hindu Shahis to ancient Gandhara. But the 
newly discovered antiquities from Kashmir Smast, particularly the Lajja Gauri seals (Nasim Khan 
2002b) and other objects of the Hindu faith, indicate that some Hindu pantheons were present in 
the region, at least, since the 2nd century AD. The presence of Lajja Gauri on seals and her 
association with Kashmir Smast, as mentioned in the copper plate inscription (Nasim Khan 2000b, 
2002a), confirm that her cult, either as an independent deity or member of the Hindu pantheon, 
was practiced in Gandhara between the 2nd and 5

th centuries AD and the site remained under the 
Hindu influence till the end of the Hindu Shahis' rule in Gandhara. Other antiquities recovered from 
the same site like Siva and Vi?1:iu images, li1igas, inscriptions, etc., also show a strong impact of 
Hinduism on Kashmir Smast. 

Although, the above mentioned antiquities from Kashmir Smast came without any archaeological 
context, they are important in many ways and their comprehensive study is much needed. It is in 
this regard that the author conducted a systematic survey and excavation here and is trying to put 
all the antiquities in their possible archaeological context. Conducted on a limited scale, the 
excavation was very productive in reconstructing and understanding the history of the site as well 
as of the region, particularly, between 4

th and 8
th centuries AD. 

Location 

The cave is lying about 50 kilometres North-East of Mardan (Fig. 1 ). There are mainly two ways for 
approach to the site: one is from the Pirsai village near Rustam to the southeast, and the other 
from the Babuzai village located to the southwest. The Pirsai village is situated about 16 kilometres 
north of Rustam, which itself is about 20 kilometres away from Shahbazgarhi. The distance from 
Pirsai to the cave is from 2 to 3 hours march up the hill. From the other side it is abo!lt 12 
kilometres from the Babuzai village, lying 25 kilometres away from the main Mardan-Swabi Road. 
The way from Pirsai to the Kashmir Smast is shorter and easier than that from Babuzai, which is 
very steep and difficult but offers scenic beauty with archaeological riches. 
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The cave is located in the Sakra range overlooking the Babuzai valley in the south and extends 
south-east as the Rama range, which separates the Babuzai valley from that of Suddham. In the 
north, the Sakra range marks the frontier between the Babuzai and Buner valleys. Pajja, the peak 
of the Sakra range, is situated to the north of the Great Cave at a distance of three hours march. 

Layout of Ruins at Kashmir Smast 

Albeit generally referred to the Great Cave, the author has used the term Kashmir Smast here for 
the whole of the valley starting from Bare Uba to the Sakra Pass, which separates the Babuzai 
valley from that of Suddham. This seems to be the ancient cross route between ancient Gandhara 
(the Peshawar valley) and Udyana (the Malakand Division) through the Ambela and Mora Passes. 
The possible short cut between the Babuzai and Suddham valleys was through the Sakra Pass, 
where Kashmir Smast is situated. The archaeological remains are scattered all over at Bare Uba, 
Kasai, Bakhai, Sakra pass, Pajja and other places in the Kashmir Smast area that, apart from the 
strewned relics, can mainly be divided into three different zones: Bare Uba, Bakhai and Pajja. 

The Bare Uba area (means upper water), situated in the embouchure of the Kashmir Smast or Sita 
Valley, has mostly painted inscriptions and walled structures. Opposite to the sacred rock bearing 
painted Brahmi inscriptions, there is a small cave on a precipitous cliff that needs to be explored. A 
complex of walled structures, not yet looted for antiquities, is located on the western slope of the 
mountain above the spring and opposite to the sacred rock. 

The area locally called Bakhai is mainly constituted of two different establishments: the Great Cave 
known as Kashmir Smast or Kashmir Ghar (Pl. 1) and the temple area (Pis. 2, 3). Although most of 
the walled structures are damaged, still there can be seen some impressive monuments on thf;l 
Bakhai-outcrop, especially, the fortification wall, the double storey buildings and the Siva temple 
with other small shrines. There is a spring, well2 and a water tank in the bed of the seasonal torrent 
running below the outcrop and along an ancient path; the water tank is still very well preserved but 
filled with eroded materials. Beating the path up the hill towards the Sakra Pass past the monastic 
area, a small cave is situated on the right and a little further up on the left a sn:,all track bifurcates 
towards the Great Cave. Other monuments, particularly in the Sakra Pass, are mostly damaged 
and only the foundation walls can be seen. 

Opposite in the cliff to the northeast of the monastic area is situated the Great Cave (Fig. 2). The 
cliff actually is the south-western face of the Mount Sri Mir'\ja. Situated at an altitude of 1100 m 
from the sea level, the cave has an entrance 20 m wide and a height of the same measure. The 
passage just behind the entrance is also 20 m high, while the height of both the fore and central 
chambers is 33 m. The total length of the cave is calculated to be 180 m (Dean, 1896). The 100 m 
long steps on the precipitous cliff leading to the Great Cave are very steep and recently renewed, 
widened by a private organisation preserving cultural heritage (Nasim Khan, 2000, p. 47). Inside 
the cave illegal diggers have caused an un-estimated damage to the walled structures that were, a 
few years back, in a good state of preservation. At present, the only visible walled structure is the 
small shrine in the rear chamber of the cave that is lighted by a roof-window, opening into the 
north-western slope of the mount Sri Mifija. 

Present Condition of the Remains 

Plundering of sites being the legacy of the last two hundred years, the developing attitude of the 
use ·bf metal-detectors by illegal diggers became a disaster and the Kashmir Smast is not an 
exemption. Since 1999, the author is regularly visiting the site. During his first visit very little 
damage was observed, but since robbers started using metal-detectors have enhanced destruction 
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of the remains of the site. This has resulted in an irreparable loss to the remains of a Siva temple, a 
unique and.the earliest of its kind in the whole region. 

Keynote Information of the Copper Plate Inscription 

The discovery of a copper plate inscription at Kashmir Smast is of a great historical significance. Its 
importance lies not only in the fact that it mentions certain localities, but, also, identifies the site as 
a Sivaite temple. Other information and details provided are to be found in the inscription equally 
important for better understanding the religious significance of the cave and the surrounding 
monuments. 

The Kashmfr Smast valley that (mainly composed of Bare Uba, Kasai and Bakhai) is mentioned in 
the inscription as Sita Maha Kandara means 'the great Sita Valley'. The Great Cave termed as 
'Maha Guha' means 'the great secret chamber', which is the dwelling place of goddess Lajja Gauri 
(see Pl. 55-a, b) named Acima in the inscription (For Lajja Gauri see Nasim Khan 2002-b). 
According to the inscription, Sri Mifija is the actual name of the mountain where the Great Cave is 
located. Monuments in the open at the step of the mountain are the main complex called 'K�ayaJ:ri'. 
In this complex is an assembly hall, which is referred to as the Caitya (house) of 
Vardhamanesvara, the god Siva. 

Previous Research 

The site was mentioned for the first time by A. Court in 1839 (Court, 1839) and then by 
Cunningham (AS/R, II). In 1864, H. Bellew published a preliminary report giving details about. the 
cave and the neighbouring monuments (Bellew, 1977), while H.B. Garrick visited the site in 
1881/1882 (Garrick, 1885). But it was H.A. Deane who explored the cave in 1888 and wrote a 
detailed note with a sketch plan (Deane, 1896). After a long interval, a Japanese team, in 
collaboration with the Federal Department of Archaeology, Gopvernment of Pakistan, planned to 
carry out a general survey of the site in 1960. They conducted about two weeks fieldwork, the 
report of which was published two years later (Mizuno, 1962). ·This important report is provided 
with a detailed drawing of the cave and the monuments close by. Apart from a few antiquities, 
especially the wooden sculptures, which are in the British Museum (Agrawala, 1967), no other 
important object has been reported from the site until the present author began the process of 
documentation of the antiquities (see the Bibliography). It is very sad that merciless treasure 
seekers are systematically destroying not only the archaeological context of this unique site but 

· much of its natural beauty as well.

Research Incentive

When the author visited the site for the first time in November 1999 and passed through the lush
green valley of Sita, he observed some striking ancient remains all along the way from Babuzai to
the Great Cave, Maha Guha. They were beautiful walled structures and magnificently engraved
and painted inscriptions, especially those painted on the sacred rock in the Bare .Uba area and in
the plain area of Bakhai. But unfortunately all of them have been subjected to clandestine
excavations by antiquity seekers. As a result thousands of antiquities robbed from here found their
way to Peshawar and all over the world.

Successive visits to this sole creation of nature and looking at its exceptional antiquities aroused
my curiosity to understand the historical significance of the site. Therefore, since 1999 I have been
documenting the monuments as well as antiquities by taking photographs and getting other details
of findings at the site. This was further strengthened by the many and varied antiquities brought to
the Department of Archaeology by private owners for analysis. Taking benefit of this opportunity,
the research work of the author on some of the antiquities is either published or submitted for
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publication. In addition to that the author has stressed on the importance of the site in various 
seminars held at the National or International levels, strived to create awareness amongst the 
people of the area and held academic discussions with various scholars. The present exploration 
and excavation at Kashmir Smast is in fact a constant struggle for a systematic and scientific study 
of the site. 

Aims and Objectives 

The aims and objectives of the current research were to reconstruct the history of the Post Ku?a1;a 
period; establish proper archaeological sequence through scientific excavation and, if possible, put 
the robbed antiquities in their true context; make layout plan of all the exposed structures and 
elevation drawings of some of the monuments; prepare a complete photographic and videodisc 
documentation of the remains; and explore prospects for further research at Kashmir Smast. 

Survey and Documentation 

The Japanese Mission in collaboration with the Department of Archaeology, Govt. of Pakistan, 
conducted the first systematic survey of the site in 1959. They primarily conc�ntrated on the Great 
Cave, the southern monuments of the central complex and some of the northern one, called 
northern slope buildings by them. The aim of our survey was to focus on the monuments around 
the Maha Guha as well as those in the main Sita Valley. The documentation and detailed lay out of 
most of them are supplemented to those already done by the Japanese Mission (Fig.3). In some 
cases we, however, found the data produced by the Mission incomplete or misunderstood and 
were, therefore, in a better position to fill the gape and bring necessary corrections. 

The area around the main complex was systematically surveyed and studied, which brought forth 
the following important establishments, classified here according to the types and functions as well 
as their location on the site. 

Residential Quarters/Religious Establishments 

EASTERN COMPLEX 

The eastern complex includes monuments on top of the mountain, separating the Babuzai valley 
from that of Pirsai, in the Sakra Pass. The remains, mostly looted and damaged, can be found on 
both sides of the way that connects the two main valleys. The only remains escaped from illegal 
diggings, are those covered by a modern house called 'Kashmir Smast Bungalow'. The 
northeastern wall of the old establishment under the said house is more than two metres high. It 
still has lime plaster and a moulded base intact as to be seen in the Buddhist architecture. 

On the Sakra Pass, on the right side of the main track that leads to Pirsai, foundations of a square 
chamber are visible. Opposite to the said chamber, there is probably a small shrine and other 
buildings, mostly looted, noticed in the side valley opening to the west. Leading towards the main 
Sita Valley from the east, a partly preserved path (paved with large slabs) descends towards the 
Maha Guha. There are foundations of ancient structures. on the left side of the path, which a little 
further down, bifurcates into two. One branch diverts towards the northwest and the other comes 
down to the main valley. After a few meters walk on the northwestern track, on the right ridge there 
is a square platform constructed for a small shrine, partially visible (Fig. 4). The shrine situated on 
the right of the embouchure of the side valley, which leads towards the north _arid then further up 
towards the east. The platform 6x6 meters carries the shrine 3.5x3.5 meters. Opposite to it on the 
western side of the embouchure of the side valley, there was another such shrine, which the 
antique seekers have looted and we could not trace it presently. 
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Further to the north and then to the east in the same side valley, there are small rooms constructed 
to the north of the great water tank. These rooms open to the south (see infra, the great water 
tank). 

NORTHERN COMPLEX 

The northern complex comprising four different areas is situated on the southern slope and on the 
top of the western offshoot of the mount Sn Mir'ija and below the Great Cave, the Maha Guha, 
opposite to the central complex (Fig. 2). 

Coming from the east, the first area of the northern complex, . where traces of monuments are 
observed is the vicinity below the Maha Guha. The structures are mostly damaged and covered 
with debris excavated and removed from inside the Great Cave. Just below the Maha Guha and its 
staircase, some structures here seem to be retaining walls of the steps and to stop erosion as well. 

Proceeding towards the west the only structure, which is very little preserved, is the linga.rp shrine, 
which is a rectangular structure with two interconnected rooms (Fig. 5). A platform attached to the 
northern wall of the first room can be seen. According to an eyewitness, about two feet high eka
mukha linga in white marble was installed in front of the shrine. Due to its heavy weight, the head 
was removed from its lower body and brought to the antique market in Peshawar. After a thorough 
search the remaining part of the linga was found hidden in the debris from excavations. The 
remaining part (Pl. 28) is decorated with jewellery. 

Further towards the west, there are some structures in an open area built on two terraces, earlier 
mentioned as northern slope buildings (Figs. 2,3). On the upper terrace, there is a rectangular 
room measuring 15.20x5.25 metres opening towards the west. The northern wall is almost intact 
and one can have a better idea about its architecture. While the lower terrace can be divided into 
two parts. The eastern part has a rectangular chamber of 15.50x 10 metres and two interconnected 
rooms, the right one has an arch in its northern wall. To the west of the rectangular chamber and in 
the same alignment, there is a hall with a rectangular room having a trefoil arch in its north-western 
corner. The same kind of arch can also be noticed in the southern part of the western wall of the 
hall. Some more structures to the west are attached to the hall. The northern chamber is provided 
with a square nich and a window on the west. Some damaged structures can be seen both to the 
west and east of this complex. 

Little up, about twenty metres towards the north, there on the outcrop is another open place with 
remains, not in a good condition to draw a clear idea from them. 

Of particular interest in the complex is the top of the mountain having a set of shrines, located on 
the west of the path running between the Great Cave and the shrines and also leading to the Pajja 
monuments (Fig. 6). Except for the northern shrine being in a good state of preservation, only the 
foundations of these shrines survive. It opens to the west with a remarkable trefoil arch in its 
outside southern wall. It is constructed on a square platform, 2.75x2.75 meters. 

CENTRAL COMPLEX 

The most impressive of all is the Central Complex, mentioned in the copper plate inscription as 
K�ayai:ii, in the open area locally called Bakhai (Fig. 2, Pis. 2, 3). Located on an outcrop in- front of 
the Maha Guha, it measures 225x200 meters and can be divided into four main areas: the eastern 
buildings (Li1igarp haven), the northern buildings (monastery), the central buildings (Souk or milling 
area) and the southern buildings (the main temple). 
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EASTERN BUILDINGS (LINGA!yt HAVEN) 

Eastern buildings or the Lingarp haven consist mainly of three chambers and a small cave (Pis. 9, 
10). The area is a rectangular platform of 2Qx 15 meters. Other structures to the west of the 
platform that were present there a few years back are totally demolished by robbers in search of 
antiquities. One on each side of the entrance facing each other, two of the three chambers are 
placed in front of the cave (Fig. 2, Nos. 2, 3). Only part of the entrance wall of chamber No. 3 and 
the eastern wall of chamber No. 2 survive. Chamber No. 1, 5x5 metres, is constructed on the back 
of No. 2 and faces west. The steps leading to this chamber are damaged by two huge boulders, 
tumbled from the above. 

A notable interesting feature of the eastern buildings is their drainage system. To avoid all possible 
damage caused to the buildings by rain and rolling cobblestones, about a meter wide street is left 
between the back wall of the buildings and the mountain. An outlet of the drain is left between 
chambers No. 1 and 2. 

According to an eyewitness, some five feet high linga in white marble, found standing on a platform 
in front of the small cave, is reported from the eastern buildings some thirteen years back. Two 
others but smaller in size were placed one on either side of the huge linga, which was cut into 
pieces and carried on camels from the cave to the Pirsai village. It was brought to Peshawar, 
transported to Karachi and then, according to different sources, went to Japan. 

NORTHERN BUILDINGS (MONASTERY) 

The northern buildings or the monastic area of the Central Complex can be divided into two main 
zones: the eastern and the western. Buildings of both the zones are constructed in the same 
alignment and connected by a wide street running in the east-west direction. Each zone has a 
central courtyard surrounded on the north, south and west by interconnected rooms. In the western 
zone, eastern wall of the courtyard contains niches. It seems that a passage is going in the north
south direction along the eastern wall. Traces of recessing in the northern end of the wall indicate 
that the passage was covered on its northern side. Attached to the covered passage on the west, 
traces of two platforms with steps are visible. 

The notable feature of these buildings is the double storey interconnected-structures (Figs. 7, 8; Pl. 
17), linked to the main street by a subterranean way (Pl.18). The main street, about five meters 
wide, has two levels: the upper one leads to the Lingarp haven and the Maha Guha, while the 
subterranean way links up the lower level of the double storey buildings with the northern 
buildings. In the lower level of the double storey buildings, the doorway that opens to the east 
either leads to the Maha Guha or connect another room to the east, which is probably destroyed by 
the fall of huge boulders still staying there. 

The whole central complex is linked with the northern complex as well as to the tank, the spring 
and the bathrooms (?) situated down by the streambed. In front of the entrance to the north, the 
platform is approached by a stepway that bifurcates into two, one leads to the spring and the other 
to the buildings of the northern complex through the courtyard of the double storey buildings (see 
Fig. 2). 

The drainage for rain· water is about two meters wide and is cut between the back wall of the 
northern buildings and the mountain as seen in the eastern buildings of the central comples. This 
sewerage line seems to have been used as a passageway also. 
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CENTRAL BUILDINGS (SOUK AREA) 

There are very few signs of structures exposed in the central buildings area (Fig. 2). They are 
either destroyed by clandestine excavations or covered by the colluvium from the nearby 
mountain. A large number of grinding stones in the south of the area indicates it a milling area. 
Most of the weapons and potsherds coming from this area signify it a kind of souk or market place. 
The area seems to be intact and nothing can be said for sure about its function until a scientific 
excavation is conducted over here. 

SOUTHERN BUILDINGS (TEMPLE AREA) 

Most of the buildings of the southern part of the central complex are well documented by the 
Japanese mission (Pl 3). They seem to be two different establishments. divided by a 3 meters 
wide street running in the north-south direction. 

The eastern part mainly consists of large halls. some interconnected. Other important strcutures of 
this part are the Li1igam chamber to the north of the eastern hall, a rectangular room to the west of 
the chamber and the platform to the south with niches in its northern wall. The rectangular room 
was closed from all the four sides and the access to it was provided, probably, from the roof 
Presently, its western wall is missing. 

The most impressive of all the buildings is the main temple of Siva situated in the western part. It is 
rectangular and mainly divided into two sections: northern and southern The northern section, 
Dharma.<.-Tlii, is a single story structure with two main accesses, one from the north and the other 
from the east. Connected with the southern section, the hall is further divided into two: a Caitya (a 
double storey structure) and a single storey veranda in the east giving access to the second storey 
of the Caitya, a feature already observed in the North Kafir Kot temples (Masih, 2001, p. 101 ). An 
underground chamber is located in front of the southern gate of the double storey portion of the 
temple. Another similar chamber is located behind the big hall of the eastern section and to the 
west of the Caitya (Fig. 2). It is constructed inside the southern room, connected with the hall in its 
north. To the north in front of the Dharma.frihi, there is a small square shrine, almost intact, which is 
being used as a kitchen by illegal diggers (Fig. 9). To the east of the shrine a series of cells, facing 
north, are observed in the lower terrace. 

Traces of a wall to the south of the central complex, on the left of the path leading towards the 
southern complex, can be noticed. 

SOUTHERN COMPLEX 

The southern complex mainly consists of a rockcut water reservoir (see infra), some scattered 
remains of structures, two attached cells and a shrine on the ridge (Fig.10). The last one has 
already been mentioned by the Japanese Mission in their report (Mizuno, 1962, p. 99). Further to 
the south, there are some more establishments Although they are not in a good state of 
preservation, one can compare their shape and style of architecture with other structures of the 
site. The most important is an establishment of two attached small chambers situated on the left of 
the old path (Fig.11 ). The one to the right, 1 x 1.05 meters. is smaller than the other. Opening to the 
west, the left one, 1.5x2 meters, is probably a shrine with a domical roof, which is partly very well 
preserved along with a lime pilaster (Pl. 16) An embankment wall is constructed to the west and 
northwest of the shrine To the north of it and a few meters to the north of the rockcut water 
reservoir, there seems a meditation cell made of huge boulders (Fig.12). It opens to the south-west 
and covers a total area of about 5.25x5 05 meters. 
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WESTERN COMPLEX 

Remains of structures and other relics can be observed all along the way, from the village of 
Babuzai up to the Sakra Pass, that runs through the Sita Valley. They are mostly damaged and 
looted monuments except for the western complex of Bare Uba, situated in the embouchure of the 
valley. The remains close to the sacred rock are hardly visible, while those opposite to it are 
escaped from human vandalism due to the general belief of the local people that the secret of the 
main source of watersupply to the Babuzai village lies in these 'Hindu Buildings'. A decision has, 
therefore, been made by the local jarga (assembly) of the three hujras (community centres) of the 
Babuzai village allowing nobody to excavate at Bare Uba (upper water). Anyone who does so will 
be severely punished. The whole establishment is encircled by a barbed wire. Due to shortage of 
funds we could not document monuments of this complex, however, there are some good 
prospects for further research in the area. 

Rock Shelters 

There are many rock shelters or sanctuaries in the Sita Valley. Basically natural caves, they are 
dressed according to their use. The most important of all is the Maha Guha, the abode of the 
goddess Acima (see infra). 

The second important sanctuary is a small cave (mentioned above under the eastern buildings of 
the central complex) generally known as Smail by the local people. It is a part of the Li1.1ga111 haven 
(see supra). The local people associate the discovery of a large size stone box from this cave by a 
person called Smail, from whom the cave derives its name. Smail, probably, is the corrupt form of 
Ismail. The cave opens to the north with a 90 cm wide entrance, which has holes on both the 
sides, most likely, for holding door-jambs. Internally, it is 3.40 metres deep, 3.40 metres wide and 
1.60 meteres high. 

On the back of the Maha Guha, other similar shrines are found on the top of the mountain and on 
the east of the path leading from Bakhai to the Pajja remains. Due to shortage of time, the author 
could not visit these places, however, according to the local people, oil lamps and coins have been 
reported from here. 

Some more shrines and caves can be observed to the east of the central complex and on both the 
sides of the way from Bakhai to the western complex 

Water Reservoirs and Sources 

GREAT TANK 

The most impressive amongst the water reservoirs of the area is a great water tank in the eastern 
complex situated at the end of the valley located on the east of the mount Sri Mfr'ija. Beyond the 
embouchure of the valley on the way to the great tank, a huge wall seems to have been 
constructed for the control or diverting the flow of seasonal water. After a few minutes walk inside 
the gorge, it bifurcates into two one branch leads to the north and the other to the east, where at 
the end of the valley the tank is situated. Before arriving at the great tank, a huge depression 
(probably artificial) without any structures can be observed. The great pool is constructed to the 
east of the depression. 

The reservoir is rectangular, about 80 paces in the east-west and 40 paces in the north-south 
direction. Its present depth is about one and a half meters and can be approached from, at least, 
two different sides through steps descending from the north-western corner and the southern side. 
Its sides are built in diaper masonry. 
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Just to its east are traces of a well or a spring, most likely, the main source for watersupply to the 
great water tank. A little further to the east, the steep mountain edge makes the western limit of 
Gaz Dara, the valley that descends to Pirsai. 

To the north of the tank there are traces of square chambers with entrances to the south. It seems 
probable that the tank was constructed for a ceremonial purpose and these chambers were either 
shrines or serving quarters 

Except for a trail trench by illegal diggers. the area is intact and needs a scientific excavation. 

WATER TANK 

Between the northern and the central complex, down in the deep valley there is another water tank 
(Fig.13). It is situated close to the spring and measures 8x8 meters. To its west architectural 
remains suggest bathrooms. 

WATER SOURCE 

Close to the tank just mention above, there is a spring with dressed walls and is presently the main 
source of water for the surrounding areas. The copper plate inscription mentions the spring and the 
nearby monuments by using the term k:s-ayana, meaning 'a place with tranquil water'. 

SEMI ROCKCUT WATER RESERVOIR 

A partially rockcut water reservoir was explored on the left of the path between the central complex 
and the shrine on the ridge of the southern complex. On its three sides it is cut from the rock, while 
on the west traces of binding wall are still visible. It was, probably, filled with rain water shed from 
the eastern cliff. 

ROCKCUT WATER RESERVOIR 

A very well rockcut water reservoir was found on the left of the path at a distance of a few minutes 
walk from the shrine on the ridge of the southern complex (Fig.14). It is 8.7x5.1 metres and is 
provided with steps on the western bank. It seems that it was normally filled from a spring, traces 
of which can be seen to the east presently covered with fig trees. 

Masonry 

Three main different types of construction observed on the site are rock-cut, irregular boulders 
and regular walled structures. 

The walled structures are of three different types of masonry. During our excavation as well as 
from the illegal diggings, we found structures made of irregular big blocks of stones. Such kind of 
structures can be observed in the eastern part of the southern buildings of the central complex. 
Few structures exposed during our excavation at the Lingam chamber belong to the first 
occupational level of the site and antiquities, especially the pottery, recovered from here most 
probably belong to the Kusan period. 

The second type of masonry is of small stones observed in the southern wall of the Li1Jgarr 
chamber. Such type of masonry was to be found below the floor level, wherefrom the only coin 
recovered belongs to the Ku'.iano-Sasanian period. 

Although, the masonry of the standing monuments is diaper, difference in it can be observed, 
especially, in the monuments of grid B-V and B-VI as well as in the compound walls and their 
retaining structures. In some cases undressed big boulders are used with chips for filling the gaps. 
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Sometime blocks are rectangular leaving little space for chips to fill the gapes between them. The
antiquities from these levels can be dated from the 3rd;4th (from the Kidara) to 14th century AD. It
seems that the architecture basically belo-ngs to the 3'd/4th century that remained occupied under 
the later dynasties, probably, without bringing any significant change to the existing monuments. 
An interesting point about the later phase masonry to be added here is that a large number of gold 
coins of Vasu Deva I and the Kidarites have been recovered from the walls by illegal diggers using 
metal detectors (Pls.43, 48). This is one of the reasons for the destruction of standing structures. 
According to eyewitnesses, Vasu Deva I and Kidaras gold coins were recovered from the western 
wall of the rectangular chamber of the eastern establishments of the southern buildings of the 
central complex. They added that, in the beginning, each piece brought a handsome price but 
since the number has increased the price has sufficiently dropped now. The recovery of the Kidara 
coins from the structures as well as the surface is an indication that most probably the Kashmir 
Smast establishments were founded by the Kidaras rather than the Ku�an or Ku0ano-Sasanian. 

Excavation 

Although the present scientific excavation at Kashmir Smast is the first of its kind, this important 
site has been the subject of illegal diggings for the last few years These clandestine excavations 
that have already caused a lot of damage to the site still continue in search of antiquities. 

The excavation at Kashmir Smast was of course not an easy task and during the whole period of 
our field campaign we were under constant threat illegal diggers using different pretexts to force us 
to leave the site Despite all these hurdles and hazards we started the excavation from 16th 

October 200, but it was really a pity that we could not stop the illegal diggers who were looting the 
site in our presence. In contrary, we were not even able to find a place for excavation because 
different groups had already marked their territory either by their presence· or by leaving their 
digging tools just to indicate their right of possession. In spite of all these adds, we managed to 
excavate, which preliminary report is presented here. 

STRATEGY 

The first step was to accomplish our set objectives as much as possible in the short time available 
for excavation. The whole Central Complex, measuring 180x 160 meters, was divided into grids of 
20x20 meters each for the purpose of scientific documentation and excavation. 

Although most of the site is disturbed, still there are many intact places that need investigation. We 
chose six different areas for excavation the Lingarn haven (Area B-IX), the side steps in the main 
eastern street (Area C-VI), the eastern courtyard of the northern zone of the Central Complex 
where three trenches were laid down in two different places (Areas C-IV and C-V) and the Lingam 
shrine of the southern part of the southern building of the Central Complex. 

TRENCH I, Locus C-IV 
A 6x4 meters trench was laid in the north-eastern corner of the Area C-IV, south western corner of 
the courtyard (Fig. 15). The whole deposit was 32cm from the ground level and 135 cm from the 
datum point. Before reaching the virgin soil that was a rocky bed, two layers were observed without 
any significant change in their texture and composition. 

Layer 1: It is humus on the surface which is light grey hard soil containing weeds, snail shells, 
small chips of stones and tiny fragments of pottery as well as few empty shells of rifle bullets. 

Layer II: This layer is of light compact clay with roots of vegetation having a few fragments of 
potsherds and stone chips It is a natural deposit. 
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The virgin soil is a greenish white bed-rock with inclusion of clay. A small test pit, 80x45 cm with a 
depth of 27 cm, was dug out in the northern part of the trench to find out the nature of the rock, 
which is sedimentary either bluish or yellowish in colours. 

TRENCH II. Locus C-V 

Another trench was excavated in the north-east of the main courtyard (Fig.16; Pis. 5,6). It was 4x4 
metres with a total deposit of about 140 meters having four different layers. 

Layer 1: This is a flat and even humus layer of dark grey clay with vegetation. Pieces of charcoal, 
snail shells and pottery fragments were found on the surface. 

Layer 2.· It is light grey loose soil in composition mixed with weed roots. The inclusion of potsherds 
in a mass is an important feature of this layer. 

Layer 3· It is a thin deposit of greenish yellow loose clay with rock chips. Tiny pieces of potsherds 
were found in a large number. The most important finds from this layer are two small Kusano

Sasanian copper coins. 

Layer 4.· The layer is a thick deposit of yellowish chips of stone with occasional pottery pieces It 
seems a filling for ground levelling. In the northern half of the trench before reaching the virgin soil, 
two tiny copper coins of the Kusano-Sasanian period were found. 

The virgin soil, composed of soft and hard rocks, is uneven and slopes down from the east to the 

west 

TRENCH 111, Locus C-V 

Just to the east of the previous trench in the same area, another trench of 3x3 meters was laid 
down (Fig. 17; Pls.5,7). Leaving aside the filling, the total deposit was less than a meter with four 
different layers 

Layer 1. Humus layer of dark grey clay with vegetation including potsherds, snail shells and a large 
number of snake eggs. 

Layer 2: Below the humus layer, a loose filling was observed in the eastern part covering half of 

the trench. The colour and texture are dark grey debris. 

Layer 3: This is a thick layer of compact dark grey clay with inclusion of tiny pieces of pottery It is 

contemporary with layers 1002 and 1102 of trenches I and II respectively. The presence of few 

holes indicates reptile activities. 

Layer 4.· It is a thin layer composed of yellowish stone chips mixed with clay. Except pottery 
fragments found in a large number, no other cultural material was observed: The deposit slopes 
down from the east to the west 

Layer 5: It is loose filling of yellowish rock chips or stones. Except for tiny pieces of pottery no other 
cultural material was found from this layer. 

The formation of virgin soil is similar to that of Trench II. 

EXCAVATION AT THE STEPS, AREA C-V 

Just to the east of Trench 111, a limited area was excavated to look for a water tank, which 
according to the local informant was situated at the eastern end of the courtyard (Pl. 8). This area 
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was covered with debris from the illegal excavations and it was very difficult to find any specific 
area to excavate. We, therefore, started excavation following the southern wall of the main street 
and found steps. Instead of leading to a water tank, we discovered that these steps give access to 
a platform or rooms to the east of the courtyard. Entering the main eastern street from the 
courtyard. these steps, eight in number, are located to the south. The cultural material found here 
is mostly coins and very fragmentary potsherds Except one Late Kusana coin, the rest of them 
belong to the Kusano-Sasanian period. 

EXCAVATION AT LiNGAM HAVEN, EASTERN BUILDINGS 

The area of the eastern buildings, 21.25x13.5 meters, is of particular interest (Pls.9,10). It was 
from here that a five-meter high /iJiga together with two others, however smaller in size, has been 
recovered. Most of the structures here are damaged except for their traces in front of the small 
cave. Our main objectives were to clean the whole area. expose all the structures and see their 
association with each other as well as with the cave. The whole area was covered with fallen trees. 
stones and boulders tumbled down from the nearby mountain. All of them, except for the gigantic 
boulder still lying there, were removed before clearing the eastern structure. The platform of the 
shrine measures 5x5 meters, while the square chamber on top measures 2.5x2.5meters. The two 
steps that lead to the shrine from the west extend to the south with an outlet to the south. To the 
west of the shrine traces of two more are visible. They are placed in front of the small cave, one on 
each side of its entrance. 

The antiquities found here include T/C and iron objects, a piece of finger ring in glass, a large 
number of potsherds and coins. One Hindu Shahi and four Ku�ano-Sasanian coins were recovered 
from the surface Another Kusano-Sasanian coin was found below the floor level. All of them are 
tiny pieces of copper. 

EXCAVATION AT LINGAM CHAMBER, SOUTHERN BUILDINGS 

The mass of kaiijur stones scattered in the eastern part of the southern buildings of the Central 
Complex suggested the possibility of a Hindu shrine in the area (Fig. 18; Pis 11-15). Two of the 
eyewitnesses who had illegally excavated the shrine guided us to the place from where most of the 
ka1ijur stones were removed. They also informed us about the discovery of a li1iga from the shrine 
that was installed on a pedestal, placed inside a rectangular box made of kaiijur stone. According 
to them, carved in black (schist) stone, it was brought to the village of Babuzai where an antique 
dealer from Peshawar wanted to pay for it Rs. 17000, a price much less than their expectation. 
The robbers thought that there was a hidden treasure in the head of the /iJiga because on shaking 

it they could hear sound of the treasure in its upper part. And in the vain hope to get the treasure 
out, they broke the head of the liJiga into pieces3 . The diggers helped me in finding out all the 
pieces and reconstructing the box with a pedestal inside. Some pieces of stone and half of the 
pedestal, however, were missing 

The shrine, 1.20x 1.20 meters, has a niche in its southern wall (Pl. 14 ). The illegal diggers had 
already removed most of its slabs from its floor level. Fallen stones and pieces of lime pilasters 
were cleared from the floor level, marked by two slabs found in situ near the entrance in the 
western wall (Pl. 11 ). With the help of the eyewitnesses we reconstructed the platform of the liega 

with a round pedestal with two knobs on the opposite side for fixing them into the platform (Pl. 12). 
Lime mortar was used for filling gapes between the floor slabs and plastering the inner walls. 
Except for the northeastern corner where the diggers had laid a small pit, the area below the floor 
level was found intact. Below this level, a walled structure was found in the northern section of the 
shrine. The excavation was continued in the southern section, beside three superimposed 
structures of three different kind of masonry, and five more layers were observed before reaching 
the virgin soil. Among the three superimposed structures, the uppermost is of diaper masonry, the 
middle one of rubble made of small pebbles and the lowest is made of big boulders. The middle 
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structure continues below the upper and. at the south western corner of the shrine, turns to the 
south. 

Here the excavation revealed six layers with three occupational levels (Fig. 18-A). Period I is a 19 
cm thick layer, 1306, while the deposit in Period 11 consisting of four layers is 60 cm thick including 
9 cm deposit of a floor level. Period 111 or the last occupational level includes a single layer of 
debris from natural and human hazards. The virgin soil is a rocky bed sloping from the east to 
west. 

Layer I: Layer I is loose debris covering the whole shrine. 

Layer II: Layer II is a thick grey deposit and a mixture of fallen stones and lime mortar from walls. 
The most important antiquity from this layer is a copper coin of Shahpur II of the Kusano-Sasanian 
period 

Layer Ill." This layer is a compact mixture of clay and stones in grey, bluish and brownish colours. 
Charcoal and pottery were found as inclusions. Cultural material includes an iron knife. 

Layer IV: A Compact deposit of clay and stones with inclusion of mass number of pottery and 
charcoal. 

Layer V: Below layer IV is a floor level with a great quantity of charcoal and potsherds. 

Layer VI: It contains a thick and compact deposit of clay and chips of stone in greenish yellow 
colour. Pottery and charcoal were found in mass number Fragment of an iron knife was a notable 
find from this layer. The virgin soil is a rocky-bed sloping from the east to the west and from the 
south to the north. 

STRATIGRAPHY AND PERIODIZATION 

The· Maha Guha (the Great Cave) and K�aya,�i (the Central Complex), both mentioned in the 

copper plate inscription, possess different levels of cultural deposits. Inside the great cave, illegal 
diggers have already reached to the depth of about three meters and have found a large number 
of coins from the Ku�anas to the Muslim period. At some places, by making holes or pits, they have 
also recovered lndo-Greek and Scytho-Parthian coins. This suggests that more than two meter 
deposit inside the cave still remains intact and undisturbed. For the moment further excavation 
here is out of the reach of illegal diggers because of want of space, which is occupied by the 
debris. 

The deposit at the Central Complex does not go beyond 1.5 meters below the ground level, as 
shown by our excavation at different places. The antiquities found during excavation at the 
courtyard area mostly belong to the Ku�ano-Sasanian and the Kidara periods. While those from the 
surface either belong to the Ku�ano-Sasanian or other contemporary or successive dynasties who 

ruled Kashmir Smast till 141h century AD. The Hindu Shahi and the Islamic period coins on the 
surface indicate their occupation of the area. The history of the area, however, goes beyond the 
Kusano-Sasanian period as suggested by the presence of the lndo-Greek and Scythian coins. It 
seems probable that the great cave has been occupied since, at least, the lndo-Greek time, while 
the earliest level of the monastic area can hardly go beyond the Ku�ana period. It should be noted 
that the two main complexes do not belong to two different cultural zones, at least from the 2

nd /3rd 
century AD onward. 
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Findings 
Although confined to a limited area of a very thin deposit, the antiquities recovered from the 
excavation are enough to establish a general chronology of the site, especially, of the monastic 
area. It is supported by numismatic and other finds from the site by the author. The most common 
antiquities are fragments of pottery and coins from the area C-V and pottery, coins and iron and 
terracotta objects from the area B-IX. 

COINS 

Pis. 19 . 20 No. 1 
Ku\iino-Sasanian. Peroz I or Hormizd I 
Context: 1402, B/IX 
Reg. No. 28; iE. 2.54gr., 15 5mm 
Obv Crowned bust to r. 
Rev Fire alter 

Pis. 19. 20 No. No. 3 
Kusano-Sasanian Hormizd I or II or Peroz II 
Context: 1104, C/V-1 
Reg No. 5; .'E,3.60gr., 15x15mm 
Obv Crowned bust to r. 
Rev Fire altar with ribbons 

Pis. 19, 20 No. 5 
Ku�C1no-Sasanian Shahpur II 

· Context: 1103, C/V-1
Reg No 2; !E, 2.77 gr., 16mm
Obv Bust of king facing r.; In the r. field probably in
Bactrian POBOPO
Rev: Unclear

Pis. 19, 20 No. 7
Ku�iino-Sasanian Shahpur II ?
Context Steps, C/VI
Reg. No. 7; IE, 1.48gr., 13.2x 11.2mm
Obv Crowned bust to r.
Rev: Unclear

Pis. 19, 20 No 2 
Ku�ano-Sasanian Hormizd I (?) 
Context: 1401 B/IX 
Reg. No. 29 ; IE, 2.20gr., 14x12mm 
Obv Bust to r. 
Rev: Unclear 

Pis 19, 20 No. 4 
Kusano-Sasanian Shahpur II 
Context 1302 
Reg. No. 18; !E, 2.4gr, 13.5x12. 8mm 
Obv: Crowned bust to r. ; in the r. field legend in 
Bactrian POBOPO 
Rev: unclear 

Pis. 19, 20 No 6 
Ku�ano-Sasanian Shahpur II? 
Context 1401 B/IX 
Reg. No.22;/E, 2 05gr, 15. 5mm 
Obv: Crowned bust to r. 
Rev Obliterated fire altar design 

Pis 19, 20 No.8 
KusC1no-Sasanian Shahpur II(?) 
Context 1103, C/V-1 
Reg. No. 4; !E, 1.15gr., 10x10mm 
Obv A very defaced crowned bust to r. 
Rev: Fire altar, beaded margin 

The first two coins are late coins of Shahpur 11, Gandharan Kushano-Sasanian series (see Joe 
1983 No. 304, pp. 89-92; see also p. 105 for discussion). 

Pl.21. No. 1 
LATE Ku�aNA Vasu Deva I 
Context surface 
Reg. No 8; .'F. 7 14gr., 21.8mm 
Obv Standing king facing left; honouring altar, 
trident with Parashu 
Rev Siva leaning on bull facing r. 

Pl. 21 No. 3 
LATE Ku�iiNA Copy of Vasu Deva I 
Ref Gobi 19 84 1010 
Context Steps, C/VI 
Reg. No. 10; ,'E, 2.23gr., 10mm 
Obv Standing king 
Rev Siva and bull. 

Pl.21: No. 2 
LATE Ku�aNA Copy of Vasu Deva I 
Context surface 
Reg. No. 15; !E, 3.9 7gr., 15mm 
Obv: Standing king facing I. 
Rev: Siva leaning on bull standing I. 
Early Kushano-Sasanian period 

Pl.21 · No. 4 
LATE KusaNA Kaniska II 

. . 
Ref. Gobi 19 84 No. 1017 
Context: Steps C/VI 
Reg. No. 9; .'E, 7.4gr., 20mm 
Obv Standing king facing left 
Rev Seated Ardokso 
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Pl. 22: No. 1 
KIDARA OR LATER 
Context: Test pit 
Reg. No. 1: lE, 1 08 gr., 12x10mm 
Obv: Unclear; seems a geometrical design 
Rev: Defaced 

Pl. 22: No. 3 
HEPTHALITES 
Context: CN (surface) 
Reg. No. 12; JE, 0.36gr., 11.7mm 
Obv: Crowned bust facing r. The crown is marked 
with a half circle and three lines drawn upwards 
from the centre. 
Rev: Cursive form of fire altar 

Pl. 23: No. 2 
ISLAMIC: SHAHI PERIOD: Muhammad or al-Muwaffaq 
(AD 878) 
Context: 1401 
Reg. No. 20; JE, 1.15gr., 17mm 
Obv: Standing Elephant r. Legend in Sarada: Sri 

Sam[ antadeva] 
Rev: Lion standing r. Legend in Arabic: 
Muhammad or al-Muwaffaq 
Could be copy of Tye 1995: 25 or different Type 

Pl. 23: No. 4. 
UNCLEAR 
Context: Steps, CNI 
Reg. No. 6; JE, 1.50gr., 13x11mm 
Obv: Unclear 
Rev: Fire altar of Shahpur II? 

IRON OBJECTS 

Pl. 24: No.1 
Spearhead 
Context: 1401/B/IX; Reg. No. 34; 17.80gr, 
length: 104.8mm, thickness: 0.56 

Pl. 24 No.3 
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Pl. 22: No. 2 
HEPTHALITES: Bust/fire altar 
Context: CN (surface) 
Reg. No. 13; JE, 1.04gr: 17.4mm 
Obv: Crowned bust slightly turned to r. The crown is 
marked with upright strokes. Wearing neck jewellery. 
In front, line with two strokes to the upper right. 
Rev: Fire altar with flames. Attendants on both sides. 
3/ 4 face of Gobi 1967: 246, 254-256 
Fire altar of Gobi 1967: 244, 254-6 

Pl. 23: No. 1 
HINDU SHAHIS: Samanta Deva 
Ref.: Tye 1995: 19 
Context: 1401, surface 
Reg. 21; JE, 1.32gr., 18.5mm 
Obv: Elephant to I. Legend 
Smanta[deva] 
Rev: Lion standing r. 

Pl.23: No.3 
UNCLEAR 
Context: 1401, B/IX 
Reg. No. 27; JE, 1.80gr., 16mm 
Obv: Rusted 

in Sarada: 

Rev: Fire altar of Shahpur II; small late type 

Pl. 24: No.2. 
Arrowhead 
Context: 1401, B/IX; Reg. No. 24; 5.24gr., 
length 59mm, thickness 0.8mm 

Pl. 24: No.4 

Sri 

Knife Knife 
Context: 1401, B/IX; Reg. No. 33; 6.8gr., length Context: 1303; Reg. No. 16; 66gr., length: 77.2mm 

90mm, thickness 0.8mm 

TIC AND GLASS OBJECTS 

Pls.25, 26: No. 1 
Round object 
Context: 1401, B/IX; Reg. No. 30; 20.12gr., 
28.3mm dia. 

Pis. 25, 26: No. 2 
Bead 
Context: 1401, B/IX; Reg. No. 31; 2.96gr., 20 mm 
dia. 
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ObJect similar to a sling ball. 
Pis. 25. 26: No. 3 
Chessman 
Context: 1401, B/IX; Reg. No. 25; 16.76gr. height 
37mm 
We cannot be sure about its identification as 
chessman. 

Pis. 25, 26: No. 5 
Oil lamp 
Context: Surface; Reg. No.17; 82.82 gr., dia. 45mm 
An oil lamp in its usual shape. 

Pis. 25, 26: No. 7 
Finger Ring 
Context: 1401, B/IX; Reg. No. 23; 0.90gr., 18.4 
dia., thickness 0.8 
A piece of broken finger ring in glass in light black 
colour. 

STONE OBJECTS 

Pl. 27 
Li1;ga 
Material: Sand stone 
Size: height: 10.9cm; dia.: 40.4cm 
Condition: Broken 

Pl. 29 
Lii:iga 
Material: White marble 
Size: height: 20.5cm; dia.: 50.4cm 
Condition: Damage and broken 

Pl. 31 
Lii:iga 
Material: White marble 
Size: 
Condition: Intact 

Pl. 33 
Architectural piece 
Material: Kaifjur 

Size: 31x31x9cm 
Condition: Almost intact 

GLAZED POTTERY: Pl. 34 
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A broken bead 
Pis. 25, 26: No. 4 
Li1iga (?) 
Context: surface; Reg. No. 14; 9.65gr., height 
30.6mm, dia. 20.17 mm(base). 13 mm (shaft). 
Probably a li{1ga with a round pedestal and cylindrical 
upper body; the possibility of a 
chessman cannot be ignored. 

Pis. 25, 26: No. 6 
Animal figurine 
context: surface; 86.53gr., 60.85x30.85mm 
A damaged figure of a humped bull 

Pl. 28 
Liliga 
Material: White marble 
Size: height: 50.7cm; dia.: 70.7 cm 
Condition: Broken 
Lower part of the broken Eka mukha liJiga whereas 

only the neck jewellery is intact. This seems to be the 
same liJiga, which was fond in the Li1iga Shrine and 
then cut into two pieces because of its heavy weight. 
The lower body was left on the spot and the rest was 
sold in the antique market in Peshawar. 

Pl. 30 
Li1iga 
Material: White m;:irble 
Size: height: 20.3cm; dia.: 40.6cm 
Condition: Damage 

Pl. 32 
Grinding stone 
Material: Sand stone 
Size: dai.: 30.6cm; thickness: 98cm; hole dia.: 4.2cm; 
strips width: 5.8 cm 
Condition: Intact 

A single piece of greenish glazed pottery, which seems to be a handle of a cup or a small bowel, 
was found on the site. Its total weight is 29.63 gr. and maximum dia. of the handle is 41.5 mm. 
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Surface Collection 

The site Kashmir Smast is so rich in antiquities that coins, earthen pots, lamps, arrow and 
spearheads, nails, grinding stones and other objects in metal, clay and stone scatter all over on its 
surface. 

During our survey we came across different sections of people: illegal diggers, antiquarians, 
woodcutters, shepherds, seasonal inhabitants (the Gujars) and general visitors. Apart from the first 

two groups of people who were looking for antiquities and busy in plucking them from their context, 
the rest of them enjoyed the place as a summer retreat and a picnic spot and they were the ones 
who gave us all possible information about the site and antiquities dug out by illegal diggers in their 
presence. They also assisted us to take photographs of antiquities, excavated or collected from the 
surface. Some selected objects. particularly coins, are included here not only for academic 
purpose but also for showing a glimpse of the richness and importance of the site. 

COINS 

A large number of coins found on the surface are of various types and belong to different periods 
and dynasties. 

Pis. 35-36: No.1 
Post Mauryan Period: c. 180-160 BC 
Taurine Type 
Ref.: Mitchiner 1978: 4421 
Obv: Three-arched hill with a crescent on top. 
Taurine symbol to the r. 
Rev: As on obverse 
Example 1: IE, 3.24gr., 17.8mm 

Pis. 35-36: No. 3 
Early Ku�an: Kani�ka I 
Ref.: Gbbl 1984: No. 797 
Obv: King sacrificing on altar standing r. Legend 
in Greek: PAO KA-[NHPKI] 
Rev: Standing figure facing I. Tamga in the I. field; 
legend in Greek in the r. field: MIYPO 
Examples (2): IE, 4.08gr.,17.8mm; IE, 3.70gr., 
18.3mm 

Pis. 35-36: No. 5 
Late Kusan: Vasu Deva II 
Obv: Standing figure sacrificing on altar. 
Rev: Seated figure. 
Example (1 ): IE, 3.77gr., 18.6mm 
Contemporary of Kushano-Sasanian Hormizd I; 
circa 280-320 AD 

Pis. 37-42: No. 2 
Kusano-Sasanian: Peroz I or Hormizd I 
Obv: Illegible 
Rev: Fire altar 
Example (1): IE, 1.13gr., 11.9mm 

Pis. 35-36: No.2 
The Early Ku�an coins are to be found in limited 
number and we could make photographs of only two 
coins of that particular period. 
Early Ku�an: Kani�ka I 
Ref.: Gbbl 1984: No. 35 or 806 
Obv: King standing left sacrificing on altar. Legend 
defaced. 
Rev: Standing figure facing right; Tamga in the r. field; 
in the I. field in Greek: NANA 
Example (1 ):IE, 3.62gr., 17mm 

Pis. 35-36: No. 4 
Early Ku�an: Huvi�ka 
Obv: King with elephant to r. 
Rev: Standing figure (Pharro) facing I. 
Example (1 ): IE, 10 .. 83gr., 24.4mm 
2nd half of reign of Huvi�ka 

Pis. 37-42: No. 1 
Most of the coins whether these are from the surface 
or from excavation at Kashmir Smast belong to the 
Ku�ano-Sasanian or Kidara periods. 
Kusano-Sasanian: Peroz I 
Obv: Bust to r. 
Rev: Fire altar topped with a god. 
Example ( 1 ): IE, 4. 34gr., 18.4mm 

Pis. 37-42: No. 3 
Ku�ano-Sasanian: Hormizd I (Kabod) 
Obv: Bust to r. 
Rev: Fire altar 
Example (1): IE, 3.36gr., 15.8mm 
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Pis. 37-42: No. 4 
Ku�ano-Sasanian: Hormizd I (Kabod) 
Obv: Bust to r. In the r. field in Bactrian: [K]OBOL'. 
Rev: Rev: Fire altar (defaced) 
Example (1): ,LE, 3.99gr., 14.2x14.1mm 

Pis. 37-42: Nos. 6-7 
Ku�ano-Sasanian: Shahpur II 
Obv: Crowned bust to r. In the r. field legend in 
Bactrian: POBOPO. Part of the bust and legend 
are visible. 
Rev: Unclear 
Examples (2): JE, 2.85gr., 15.7x14.2mm; 
JE, 1.19gr., 16.2mm. 

Pis. 37-42: No. 12-21 
Ku�ano-Sasanian: Shahpur II 
Most of the coins listed under numbers 13-23 are 
not very clear and it is difficult to associate them 
with a certain king. In some cases elements like 
the head-dress can help us to relate some of 
these coins, in particular the coins.No. 12 and 14, 
to Shahpur II but the crowns are partially visible. 
Examples (11): JE, 3.41gr., 15.3mm; JE, 1.37gr., 
11.8mm; JE, 3gr., 14.16mm; JE, 1.67gr., 
12.16x12.14mm; JE, 2.88gr., 16.6mm; JE, 2.09gr., 
14.6mm; JE, 1.14gr., 12.4mm; JE, 3. 50gr., 
15.8mm; JE, 2.0gr., 14.5x13.3mm; JE, 
3.02gr., 16.1x14.9mm 

Pl. 43: 1-4 
The illegal dealers have recovered and are still 
finding a large number of gold coins from the site; 
they were mostly found in the main complex area. 
These coins are generally of Vasu Deva I and the 
Kidaras. Normally they are found inside the 
standing wall and to a great StJrprise, on the basis 
of stratigraphy they can be placed in the second 
phase of occupation that means after the Ku�ano
Sasanians. The few coins of Vasu Deva I that we 
could document are in three different types. 
Gold coins of Vasu Deva I 
Ref.: G6bl 1984: 509 
Obv: Standing king facing I. sacrificing on 
altar. Greek legend: PAONANOPAO 
BAZO�HO KOPANO 
Rev: Siva leaning on bull facing I. Greek 
legend in the r. field: OHPO 

Pl. 43: No. 6 
Gold coins of Vasu Deva I 
Ref.: G6bl 1984: 506-07 
Obv: Standing king facing I. sacrificing on. 
altar. Greek legend: PAONANOPAO BAZO�HO 
KOPANO 
Rev: Siva leaning on bull facing r. Greek 
legend in the I. field: OHPO 
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Pis. 37-42: No. 5 
Ku�ano-Sasanian: Hormizd 1,11 or Peroz II (Meze) 
Obv: Bust to r. Pehlvi legend in he r. field 
Rev: Unclear 
Examples (2): JE, 3.48gr., 16.8mm; JE, 1.66gr., 
16x11.4mm 

Pis. 37-42: No. 8-11 
Ku�ano-Sasanian: Shahpur II 
Obv Bust with Shahpur II crown facing r. 
Rev: Fire Altar 
Examples (4): JE, 3.28gr., 14.5mm; JE, 3.10gr., 
15.7mm; JE, 3.9gr., 14.9mm; JE, 0.65gr., 12.2mm 

Pis. 37-42: Nos. 22-23 
Ku�ano-Sasanian: Shahpur II (?) 
Obv: Bust facing r. Crown is missing. 
Rev: Unclear 
Examples (2): JE, 0.56gr., 10mm; JE, 0.57gr., 10mm 

Pl. 43: No. 5 
Gold coins of Vasu Deva I 
Ref.: Gobi 1984: 507 
Obv: Standing king facing I. sacrificing on altar. Greek 
legend PAONANOPAO BAZOL'.HO KOPANO 
Rev: Siva lean 19 on bull facing I. Greek 
legend in the r. field: OHPO 

Pl. 44-46: No. 1 
Late Kusana: Vasu Deva I 
Obv: King standing I. sacrificing on fire alter. In the r. 
legend in Greek: 
Rev: Siva leaning on bull facing I. Kusan tamga in the r. 
field. 

· · 

Example (1): JE, 8.81gr., 2.28mm. 
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Pl. 44-46: Nos. 2-7 
Late Ku�ana: Vasu Deva I 
Obv: Standing king facing I. sacrificing on altar. 
Tamga in the r. field. 
Rev: Siva leaning on bull facing I. 
Examples (6): JE, 7.88gr., 20.08mm; JE, 5.69gr., 
19.5mm; JE, 8.13gr., 23.03mm; JE, 8.77gr., 
22.1 mm; JE, 6.13gr., 21 mm; JE, 5.45gr., 20.4mm. 
Coins Nos. 3, 6,7 are copy of Vasu Deva I; 
early Kushano-Sasanian. 

Pl. 44-46: No. 9 
Late Ku�ana: Vasu Deva I 
Obv: Standing king . 
Rev: Siva leaning on bull standing I. 
Example (1): JE, 2.08gr., 16.1 mm 
Late copy of Vasu Deva I; Kushano-Sasanian 
period, Peroz II or later 

Pl. 44-46: No.10.1 
Late Ku�ana 
Obv: Standing figure facing I. sacrificing on altar 
Rev: Siva and a bull represented in a crude 
manner 
Example (1): JE, 4.36gr., 12.5mm 

Pl. 44-46: No.10.3 
Late Kusana 
Obv: · Standing figure in front 
Rev: Debased bull ? 
Example ( 1 ): JE, 2.40gr., 15mm 

Pl. 44-46: No.10.5 
Late Kusana 
Obv: Standing figure in front. Only the lower body 
can be observed. 
Rev: Crude form of Siva with the lower body 
represented with two parallel lines. 
Example (1) JE, 1.05gr., 11.6mm 

Pl. 44-46 Nos.10. 7-8 
Late Kusana 
Obv: Standing figure in front 
Rev: Four parallel lines representing Siva and 
bull. 
Examples (3): JE, 3.22gr., 12.5mm; JE, 2.18gr., 
13.5mm; JE, 2.49gr., 13.6mm 

Pl. 44-46: No.10.10 
Late Ku�ana 
Obv: Standing figure in front 
Rev: Defaced 
Example (1): JE, 2 19gr., 12.4mm 

Pl. 44-46: No.10 12 
Late Kusana 
Obv Four parallel lines 
Rev: Same as on obverse • 
Example (1) JE, 0.96gr., 11.8mm 
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Pl. 44-46: No. 8 
Late Ku�ana: Vasu Deva I 
Obv: King standing I. sacrificing on fire alter with a 
trident; In the r. filed Brahmi 'vi'. 
Rev: Siva leaning on bull facing I. Ku�an tamga in the r. 
field. 
Example (1): JE, 6.64gr., 18.9mm 
Copy of Vasu Deva I; early Kushano-Sasanian 

Pl. 44-46: No. 10 
Late Ku�ana: Coins of Vasu Deva II or issued in his 
time 
Ref.: Gobi 1984: No. 1010; Cribb 1985: P. 314; Fig. 44 
The coins with a weight about 3gr. are Late Vasu Deva 
imitations (Kushano-Sasanian period circa AD 300). 
The coins 2-1 gr. are 
Kushano-Sasanian period of circa AD 360. 

Pl. 44-46: No. 10.2 
Late Ku�ana 
Obv: Bust in front 
Rev: Bull's head in front. 
Example (1): JE 

Pl. 44-46: No.10.4 
Late Ku�ana 
Obv: Standing figure. 
Rev: Crude form of Siva and bull. 
Example (1): JE, 2.68gr., 14.5mm 

Pl. 44-46: No.10.6 
Late Kusana 
Obv: Standing figure 
Rev: The lower body of Siva and the legs of the bull 
are shown with parallel lines. 
Example (1): JE, 2.48gr., 13.4x12.3mm 

Pl. 44-46: No.10.9 
Late Kusana 
Obv: Standing figure in front 
Rev: A lump probably representing a bull 
Example (1): JE, 2.96gr., 13.3mm 

Pl. 44-46: No.10.11 
Late Kusana 
Obv: Standing figure in shape of a tree branch 
Rev: Three parallel lines 
Example (1): JE, 0.95gr., 10mm 

Pl. 44-46: No.10.13 
Late Ku�ana 
Obv: Crude form of standing figure 
Rev: Parallel lines 
Example (1): JE, 3.21gr., 13.3mm 
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Pl. 44-46: No.10.14 
Late Ku�ana 
Obv: Standing figure 
Rev: Unclear 
Example (1): IE, 2.68gr., 14.8mm 

Pl. 47: No. 2 
Late Ku�ana: Kai:ii�ka II 
Ref.:Gobl 1984: No. 1016 
Obv: Standing figure sacrificing on altar with 
trident. 
Rev: Ardokso seated on throne 
Examples (1): IE, 7.49gr., 21.1mm 

Pl. 47: No. 6 
Late Kusana: Shaka 
Ref Gobi 1984: No. 585 
Ot,v: Standing figure facing I. Brahmi letter 'vi' in 
the I. field. In the r. field in Brahmi 'sya' and ·�ka' 
or ·�aka'. 
Rev: Ardok�o seated on throne. 
Example (1 ): AU 

Pis. 48-49: No. 7-8 
Kidarites Coins 
Profile bust/lion 
Obv: Bust to r. In front Brahmi letter 'ha' 
Rev: Lion to I. seated on back legs. 
Examples (2): A:, 1.05gr., 14.2x12.4mm; 

Pis. 50-53: No. 1 
Hepthalites 
'pk'MK' Ref.: Gobi 1967: 225 
Obv: Bust to r. Tamga in the I. field; leg: in Pehlvi, 
pk'MK 

Rev: Fire altar with attendants 
Example (1): IE, 3.64gr., 18.2mm 

Pis. 50-53: No. 3 
Hepthalites: Sri Tigin 
Obv: Facing bust with defaced legend in the· 
margin 
Rev: Defaced 
Example (1):IE, 0.52gr., 13mm 

Pis. 50-53: No. 5 
Hepthalites: Bust/circle 
Obv: Bust in front, little inclined to the r. 
Rev: Circle with a point in its centre 
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Pl. 47: No. 1 
Late Ku�ana: Vasu Deva II 
Ref: Gobi 1984: Nos. 580, 1016 
Obv: Standing figure sacrificing on altar 
Rev: Ardok�o seated on throne 
Example (1 ): IE, 3.54gr., 16.4mm 
Time of Vasu Deva II; contemporary of 
Hormizd I of the Kushano-Sasanian 

Pl. 47: No. 3-5 
Late Ku�ana: Va�i�ka 
Ref.:Gobl 1984: No. 1016 
Obv: Standing figure sacrificing on altar with trident. 
Rev: Ardok�o seated on throne 
Examples (3): IE, 6.04gr; 19.4mm; IE, 5. 72gr, 20mm; 
IE, 6.60gr., 20mm 
Ku�an issues in the time of Va�i�ka 

Pis. 48-49: Nos. 1-6 
Like the Vasu Deva I gold coins, Kidara coins have 
also been recovered from walls in the main complex 
area. They are mostly of the following types. 
Kidarites Gold Coins: 
Standing Figure/Ardok�o 
Ref.: Gobi 1984: 617 
Obv: Standing figure sacrificing on altar to the left. In 
the r. field legend in Brahmi: Kidara; in the left field 
kappa in Brahm1. Probably 'Kapana Kidara Kushan 
Shah'. 
Rev: Ardok�o seated on throne. 
Examples (6): AU 
Late Kidarites gold circa AD 5th century; 
important variety without reverse inscription. 

Pis. 48-49: No. 9 
Kidarites Gold Coins 
Elephant/? 
Obv: Elephant standing I. 
Rev: Defaced 
Example (1): IE, 0.93gr., 13.5mm 

Pis. 50-53: No. 2 
Hepthalites 
Obv: Bust to r. Star shaped symbol in the r. field 
Rev: Defaced 
Example (1): IE, 0.75gr., 16.5mm 

Pis. 50-53: No. 4 
Hepthalites: Bust/circle 
Obv: Bust facing r. 
Rev: Circle with a dot in the centre 
Example (1 ): IE, 0.44gr., 10.3mm 

Pis. 50-53: No. 6 
Hepthalites: Crown/Circle 
Obv: Probably a crown 
Rev: Circle with a dot in its centre. Beaded margin 
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Example (1): JE, 0.79gr., 11.51mm 

Pis. 50-53: No. 7 
Hepthalites Bust (?)/Circle 
Obv: Probably a bust in front 
Rev: Circle 
Example (1) iE. 0 62gr .. 11.5mm 

Pis. 50-53 Nos. 9-11 
Hepthalites: Unclear/Crescent 
Obv: An unclear symbol 
Rev: Crescent with star 
Examples (3): JE, 0.53gr., 10.2mm; JE, ; JE, 
0.85mm, 13.Smm 

Pis. 50-53: No. 13 
Hepthalites: BusUFire altar (?) 
Obv: Crowned bust to the r. 
Rev: Probably a fire altar. 
Example (1): JE, 0.47gr., 10.08mm 
Pis. 50-53: No. 15 

· Hepthalites: Animal/Unclear
Obv: Animal standing r.
Rev: Unclear
Example (1): JE, 0.38gr., 10mm.

Pl. 54: No.1 
Hepthalites: Toramana II (?) 
King/Goddess 
Ref.: Mitchiner 1978: 3792-3795 
Obv: Standing king. Very defaced 
Rev: Seated goddess. Defaced 
Examples (7): JE, 2.88gr., 17.Smm; JE, 
2.86gr., 16.5mm; JE, 1.64gr., 16.2mm; JE, 
3.12gr., 17.4mm; JE, 2.87gr., 16.9mm; JE, 
2 78gr., 18.4mm; JE, 1.52gr., 14.9mm 

Pl. 54: Nos. 3-4 
Hepthalites Samanta Deva 
Ref.: Tye 195: No. 19 
Obv: 
Rev: 
Examples (3): JE, 1.19gr., 16.Smm; JE, 0.58gr., 
13.4mm; JE, 1.54gr., 16.1mm 

Pl. 54: No. 6 
Islamic Period: Writing/lion 
Obv: Arabic writing in three lines. The upper most 
is defaced; the second two lines could be 
... muha/. sulla .. 
Rev: Standing lion in contour facing r. Above a 
Sarada letter 'da' or 'ma'. 
Example (1 ): JE, 

Pl. 55: No. 2 
Bhartradaman 
Obv: Bust to r. 
Rev: Three arched hill with crescent, moon and 
sun. River below. In the margin, Brahm"i legend: 
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Example (1): JE, 0.68g., 14.4mm 

Pis. 50-53: No.8 
Hepthalites: BusUCrescent 
Obv: Bust facing r. 
Rev: Crescent with star in shape of a circle 
Example (1): JE, 0.43gr., 10mm 

Pis. 50-53: No 12 
Hepthalites: Unclear/Star 
Obv: Same design as on Nos.15-17 
Rev: A miniature circle 
Example (1): JE, 0.64gr, 13.4mm 

Pis. 50-53: No. 14 
Hepthalites: Unclear/Unclear 
Obv: Probably a bust 
Rev: Seems a geometrical design. 
Example (1 ): JE, 0.61gr., 11.2mm 
Pis. 50-53: No. 16 
Hepthalites: Animal/Conch shell (photograph not 
available) 
Obv: Animal (probably a horse) standing r. 
Rev Conch shell 
Example (1): JE, 0.49gr., 12.2mm 

Pl. 54: No. 2 
Hindu Shahis: Vaka Deva 
Ref.: Tye 1995: No. 9 
Obv: Animal standing. 
Rev: Lion standing r. 
Examples (2): JE, 2.49gr., 21.9mm; JE, 1.6gr., 
18.5mm 

Pl. 54: No. 5 
Hepthalites: Seated figure/Animal 
Obv: Figure seated on crossed legs, rfght hand lying in 
his lap while the left one raised. 
Rev: Animal shown in a contour facing r. Probably a 
stag (?) 
Example (1): JE, 0.17gr., 12.Smm 

Pl. 55: No. 1 
Western K�atrapas: Damasena 
Obv: Bust to r. 
Rev Three arched hill with crescent, moon and sun. 
River below. In the margin, Brahm"i legend: Rajno 
Mahak�atrapasa Rudrasihasa putrasa Rajno 
Mahak�atrapasa Damasenasa. 
Date 154 = AD 232 
Example (1): AR, 2.28gr., 15.3mm 

Pl. 55 No. 3 
Other: Vyagraha 
Obv: Defaced 
Rev Uclear 
Example (1 ): AR, 0.39gr., 0.75mm 
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Rajno Mahak�atrapasa putrasa Rajno k�atrapasa Date: y
lh

/8
1h 

century AD
Bhartradamna. The reading is not certain 

Date Circa AD 279-295 
Example (1) AR, 2 09gr., 144mm 

Pl 55: No. 4 
Bust/Athena 
Obv Bust wearing Greek helmet with ribbons, 
facing r. In the I margin unclear legend: 
Rev: Standing Athena facing left; unclear legend 
in the I field. 
Example (1) JE, 1 9gr, 14x12 2mm 

Menander imitation. 

Lajja Gauri Seals 

One of the most important features of the Kashmir Smast site is the discovery of bronze seals 
bearing a nude figure identified as Lajja Gauri (Pl. 56).4 The two examples documented during our 
survey are with knobs on one side and inscribed figures on the other. 

SEAL No. 1 

Size: 4.5x4.5cm; Material: Bronze; Condition: Intact 

The dealer had already sold the original seal and could only produce its impression with other 
relevant details (Pl. 56 No. 1). The positive of the seal bears the figure of Lajja Gauri in the left 
upper corner, a trident symbol in the middle and a dancing figure in the right upper corner. Lajja 
Gauri is seated on her hips or haunches and places her palms on the knees .. Her head appears for 
the first time in human form. The dancing figure with raised arms holding a bar-like object over its 
head. Its raised left leg apparently shows a rythmic movement of the figure. Below, a faint BrahmI 
inscription could be read, nama srilamaya[iJ}, and translated as 'homage to Srilama', which may be 
one of the names of Lajja Gauri. 

SEAL No. 2 

Size: 3.5x3 cm; Material: Bronze; Condition: Intact 

This is a negative seal bearing a dancing figure in the left upper corner, a trident in the middle and 
the figure of Lajja Gauri in the right upper corner (Pl. 56, No. 2). All the three figures are 
represented in the same posture as seen on the above mentioned seal. Below, there is a single 
line Brahmi inscription, which can be read as Sri +iva+gahavasinya. 

COPPER OBJECTS 

Toilet objects (Pl. 57.1) 

a) Ear-Cleaner(12.68 gr; length: 140 mm).
b) Antimony rod (7.73 gr; length: 140 mm).

The toilet objects documented on the spot mostly consist of antimony rods occasionally combined 
with ear-scoop. The other variety has one end thickened for smearing antimony. 

c) Tweezers (2.88 gr; length: 47.6 mm).

Personal ornaments (Pl. 57 .1) 

A great variety is to be noticed in the category of personal ornaments. 

a) Finger rings (0.84 gr; dia.: 21.8 mm); (1.68 gr; dia.: 15 mm).
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b) Ear ring (0.77 gr; dia.: 13.5 mm).

IRON OBJECTS (Pl. 57.2) 

The impressive metal objects to be found on the surface are those made of iron, mainly 
spearheads and arrowheads in great numbers. 

a) Spear-head (17.82 gr; length: 105.5 mm)
b) Am;>w-heads (11.92 gr; length: 62. 7mm; 5.26 gr; length: 59mm; 3.97 gr; length: 59.2 mm), all

designed in the same manner but different sizes. 
c) Arrow-head (19.45 gr; 106.4 mm).
d, Knife (6.8 gr; length: 90.6 mm).
e) Bead driller (5.46 gr; length: 89 mm).

CERAMICS 

A mass number of potsherds is to be observed mainly in the area of the Central Complex with 
main concentration at three different focal points: the southern ends of both the streets that divide 
the two zones of buildings; the northern and southern buildings of the main Central Complex; and 
the area below the modern buildings, down in the streambed. Most of these pots are banal having 
very little variation in their basic shape except for their rims (Figs. 19, 20). On typological basis 
they belong to different periods from the Ku�anas to the Hind Shahis. The only piece, which can be 
assigned with surety to the Islamic period is a glazed handle, probably, of a cup (see supra). 

Catalogue of the pottery, Figs. 19-20 

1. Pitcher with slightly out-curved and externally grooved rim, gritty coarse ware of medium
texture.

2. Pitcher with slightly out-curved and externally grooved rim.
3. Pitcher with externally thickened simple rim.
4. Bowel with out-curved rim, coarse ware, medium texture.
5. Bowel with obliquely cut rim, coarse ware, medium texture.
6. Same as No. 1.5.
7. Bowel with slightly in-curved and externally thickened rim, medium texture, well fired.
8. Bowel of fine, well finished fabric with sharp incurved rim.
9. Bowel with slightly in-curved collared rim and externally decorated with nail head within deep

grooved lines.
10. Broken oil lamp with disc base
11. Lid of red ware having central knob and broken feature less rim.
12. Body sherd of rough gritty texture, ill fired, externally decorated with applique band

resembling rope design.
13. Neck of a featureless pot having grooved lines on external side.
14. Rimless bowel disc base having lines de3coration externally and internally.
15. Same as 1.14, coarse fabric.
16. Broken plain flat base gambla of coarse ill fired ware.
17. Broken high neck lid of fine texture and fabric.
18. Same as Fig. 1.17.
19. Same as above
20. Spout of plain red ware with circular out let having conical projection at the base.

Historical and Religious Significance of Kashmir Smast 

Although we could not probe into the earliest occupation at Kashmir Smast, the possibility of the 
existence of prehistoric activities cannot be ruled out, particularly inside the Great Cave. Based on 
the conclusion drawn from the present scientific investigation and previous research work 
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established on the antiquities from the site acquired through different sources, four different 
occupational levels can be observed, i.e., the Pre-Ku�ana, Ku�ana, Post Ku�ana and Islamic. 

The evidence for the Pre-Ku�ana period is supported on coins came through illegal diggers. This 
includes a coin of the Post Mauryan Period, a coin of Menander and a coin of Azes 115 . But this list 
can be augmented by digging into the thick deposit inside the Great Cave. 

The Ku�anas' activities at the site are shown by the presence of their varied and multiple coins, 
mainly from the surface collection. The Early Ku�ana numismatic evidence is based on few coins of 
Vima Kadphises, Kai:ii�ka I, Huve�ka and Vasu Deva I. The coins of Vasu Deva I recovered from 
the upper level than that of the Ku�ano-Sasanian create a discrepancy of his association with the 
Early Ku�ana period. Amongst the Late Ku�ana kings, the most impressive numismatic 
representations are those of Vasu Deva II and Kai:ii�ka II. 

Among the most important antiquities found in strata are the Ku�ano-Sasanian coins, except for 
few unclear ones. These coins clearly indicate their strong hold on Kashmir Smast before the Late 
Ku�ana restored their lordship in the area. This might have happened, most probably, under Vasu 
Deva I as shown by his large number of gold coins recovered by illegal diggers from walls in the 
Central Complex. The Ku�anas continued their rule until they were replaced by the later dynasties 
of the Kidarites and Hepthalites. 

The most impressive of antiquities from the site are those of the Kidarites and Hepthalites 
revealing their strong impact on Kashmir Smast. Their coins, inscriptions, and other objects clearly 
indicate their hold from the 4th to 5th17th century AD. The other significant antiquities are the Lajja 
Gaun seals, mentioned above, dated to the 4th/5th century AD. 

It seems that the real builders of the area were the Late Kusanas or the Kidarites and the 
Hepthalites. The later occupants, the Hindu Shahis, did not bring any change to the existing lay out 
of the monuments, however, certain additions might have been made for fulfilling their needs. 

The Hindu Shahis' occupation is confirmed. by their small copper coins available in a great number. 
It is further strengthened by the presence of some inscriptions and iconic and Sivaite cult objects. 
The iconic representations are made either in wood, stone or metal. The example in the first 
medium is on display in the British Museum, while those in the later two are in private collections 
waiting for publication. 

Another wave of occupation of particular interest is that of the Muslims, whose antiquity, 
particularly coins, shows its presence even in the 7'h/8th century AD. Unique coins bearing on one 
side a lion and on the other an Arabic inscription, probably Bismillah, suggest that after the 
Kidarites or Hepthalites the site came under the Muslims. The lion on these coins does not seem 
similar to that on coins of the Hindu-Shahis, but, rather, has closer affinity to that on the Kidarite 
coins. If it be the case, then the Kashmir Smast coins might be the earliest examples of the Islamic 
coinage in the Indian Subcontinent. The presence of the Muslims in the area continued for a long 
time as suggested by the occurrence of their large number of coins as well as a piece of glazed 
ceramic and lamps. 

Apart from the domination of the above mentioned dynasties, the area might have close cultural 
links with the outside world-China, Western Kshatrapas, Kalachuris and some other powers of 
the region before the 14th century AD-as shown by the presence of their antiquities. 
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Conclusion 

The recent discovery of the earliest Sivaite cult makes Kashmir Smast and its antiquities extremely 
important for tracing the origin and development of this sect of Hinduism. Although occupied at 
least from the 2nd century BC to the 14th century AD, a large number of gold coins of Vasu Deva I 
(of the Late Ku�anas?) indicate him to have been the real founder of both the secular and religious 
buildings at the site. Until the advent of other powers to the Sita Valley, the Kidarites and the 
Hepthalites seem to have ruled in great harmony here. In addition to the Sivaite cult objects and 
structural remains, the presence of the word 'matha' (mentioned once in the 'Copper Plate 
Inscription' and twice in the 'Inscribed Kamandalu' 1 is amongst the earliest evidence refering to the 

, subject. Matha means a 'college', 'monastery', 'learning institution', etc. These evidences strongly 
support our claim that ancient Gandhara is the place to trace the beginning of the Siva cult 
particularly at Kashmir Smast since the 2nd century AD. Contrary to the general opinion held about 
the origin and spread of the Siva cult from southern India to the north (Pakistan),· the present 
research indicates its origin, development and spread taking place in the reverse order, i.e., from 
anceint Gandhara to southern India. 

Consequently, the Kashmir Smast is of great historical significance and a detail scientific research 
on multiple aspects-such as cultural, social, political and religious-of the site is· needed. It is a 
unique site in all respects and, therefore, a long-term project· is- desired not only to study the 
cultural profile of the whole complex, but, also, to take measures for its preservation and 
conservation. Apart from its historical value, it can be a source of sustainable cultural tourism. 
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to excavate. at Kashmir Smast; Mr. Bahadur Khan, Mr Azeem Khan, Mr. Sajid and Mr. Habibullah 
Khattak were of great help in this.regard. The active role of Mr. Faizur Rahman, representative of 
the Federal Department of Archaeology, is greatly acknowledged here. 

I gratefully acknowledge the help and co-operation of the local administration, especially the Nazim 
of Babuzai (Mr. lnayat Khan) and the Principal of the Mian Khan Sanghao School (Mr. Khaista 
Azam). 

Last but not the least, I extend my profound gratitudes to Brigadier (Retd.) Jawad Khan of Khushal 
Khan Kili for providing us accommodation for the entire period of the campaign. 

1 
For the 'Copper Plate Inscription' pl. see the first article in this journal, while the 'Inscribed Kamandalu' will 

shorly be published in the South Asian Studies.
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Glossary 

Some of the names frequently encountered by the reader in this report need explanation. Place-names are 
generally derived from their physical nature, religious significance or any other attributes. Sometimes the 
meaning of a place-name is very complex to understand its actual etymology. In fact such words are either 
loaned or transmitted from generations with gradual deformation in its actual pronunciation and meaning. 
Certain words too much deformed are very difficult to know their exact etymology. Most of the names and 
terms used in the Kashmir Smast context are listed below wi\h their probable meanings. 

Kashmir Smast: The Great Cave is generally referred to as Kashmir Smast or Kashmir Ghar by the local 
people (Pl. 1 ). Smast (or smats) is a Persian word while ghar is an Arabic; both of them mean a cave. 
Owing to the large size of the cave and its extreme narrow and curvaceous end where one can hardly 
get in, the autochthones once thought that this twisty passage was too long and lead to the land of 
Kashmir. The land of Kashmir, considered as a far-flung area in the Pukhtoon traditional maxim, is 
used on different occasions and is employed in many other expressions and proverbs qualifying long 
distant places. 

Bare Uba: Composition of two words, bare and uba. Both are local terms derived from Persian; bare from 
ba/a meaning 'upper' while uba from a1J meaning 'water'. According to the locals, the spring that supply 
water to the village of Babuzai is the uppermost source of water. There might have been other springs 
in the area in the past, but presently the only working spring is below the main complex of the Bare 
Uba. 

Choorlandi: Choorlandi means go-round and here it is used for the difficult and steep winding path that runs 
between the Bare Uba and the precipitous cliff to the west of Kasai, on the south of the main valley. By 
climbing it one feels giddy and the local people, therefore, called this serpentine path Choorlandi. 

Kasai: The term is employed for the area around the embouchure of the small valley that comes from the 
south and joins the main Kashmir Smast or Sita Valley. The slope area· to the east, after having 
crossed the Choorlandi and then the passage that is dressed on the cliff of the mountain, also makes 
part of Kasai. Kasai is again a local term, most probably from Persian, which is a diminutive of the 
word Kas means 'an open, flat or a levelled area of alluvial deposit'. Kas is mostly added as suffix or 
prefix to other words e.g., Shago Kas (sandy plain), Landai Kas (short plain), Kas Koroona (houses of 
the plain) or Kas Kato or Kotai (fort or rooms or houses of the plain). 

Bakhai: It is a Pushto term meaning 'a seasm' .. When interrogated for its exact meaning and significance, the 
local people came with unsatisfactory statements. According to some, it is not only used for the 
monastic area, but also for the whole complex that spreads from Kasai to the Sakra Pass. Others think 
that Bakhai is just the open plain in front of the Great Cave (Pis. 2, 3). Still others associate Bakhai 
with Kasai, both to be sisters. The younger one gave her name to the area presently called Kasai, 
while Bakhai, the elder one, gave its name to the open area in front of the cave. 

Sakra or Sukra and Rama: Sakra is the name of the mountain range that stumbled to the south against 
Rama mountain range. Sakra might be a deformation of the word Sita. Rama is possibly the Persian 
word signifying 'flock, herd, army' or may be the name of the Hindu god Rama. Very few of the 
autochthones, interrogated by the author, associate these mountains with Rama and Sita of the 
famous Indian episode 'Ramayana', while the majority have little idea of both the names and even do 
not know about the episode of Ramayana. 

Pajjii: The word is employed for designating the summit of the mount Sakra. In the local language pajja 
means a pile. Sometimes it is confuesd with the word chaJja, meaning 'eave', 'a projection', 'an edge'. 
'a summit' or a 'hood'. 
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Notes 

,. Will appear in the coming issue of South Asian Studies and the Silk Route Art and Archaeology, No. 9. 
2
· We could not find the well mentioned by the Japanese mission but the place marked on their map is a kind

of depression giving the feeling of a well. Whether the well exist or not, we have to rely either on the
Japanese mission statement or to check it by doing excavation over there. We could not excavate the place
due to shortage of time.
3

· The pedestal is used as foundation stone in a wall of the house of one of the partner.
4

· For the detail see Nasim Khan 2002b.
s. The later two coins were recorded earlier
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(Courtesy of Mizuno k. Nishakwa, 1962) 
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Fig- 5 
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Fig-7 
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Fig-8 
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Fig-9 

KASHMIR SMAST: 

Shrine. 
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Fig-10 

KASHMIR SMAST: 

Shrine on Ridge. 
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KASHMIR SMAST: 

Small Chamber. 
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Fig- 12 
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Fig-13 

KASHMIR SMAST: 

Water Tank. 
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KASHMIR SMAST: 

Li1)gam Chamber. 
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Plate 1: The mount Sri Minja and general view of the Maha Guha - the great cave 

Plate 2: General view of the northern bJildings of the Central Complex. 
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Plate 3 General view of the central and southern buildings of the Central Complex. 

Plate 4 General view of Trenches I II Il l in the eastern courtyard of the Central Complex. 
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Plate 5: Trenches II.Ill. View from the South-East. 

Plate 6: Trench II. Northern section. 
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Plate 7: Trench Ill. Eastern section. 

Plate 8: Steps leading to the platform to the south. Central Complex. 
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Plate 9: Chamber 1 of the Linga haven. Central Complex. 

Plate 10: Southern wall of Chamber 1 of the Linga haven. Central Complex. 
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Plate 11: Floor leyel of the Unga chamber. Central Complex. 

Plate 12: Reconstruction of the platform. Unga chamber, Central Complex. 
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Plate 13: Liriga chamber. View from the west 

Plate 14: View of the niche in the southern wall of the Liriga 
Chamber of the Central Complex. 
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Plate 15: Relics from layer IV of the Unga chamber. Central Complex. 

Plate 16: Details of the dome of shrine in the Sou,thern Complex.
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Plate 17: Double storey buildings of the Central Complex. 

Plate 18: Subterranean way leads to the main street. 
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Plate 19: Kusano-Sasanian coins. 
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Plate 20: Kusano - Sasanian coins. 
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Plate 21: Late Kusan coins. 
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Plate 22: Kidarites and Hepthalites coins. 
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Plate 23: Hindu Shahis', Islamic and other coins. 
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1 • Spearhead. 

2 Arrowhead 

3• Knife. 

4 Knife. 

Plate 24• Iron objects. 
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Plate 25: Terracotta objects. No. 1: Sling ball; No. 2: Broken bead; No. 3: Chessman; No. 4: 
Liriga (?). 

5 6 7 

Plate 26: Terracotta and Glass objects. No. 5: Oil lamp; No. 6: Animal figurine; No. 7: Finger ring 
in glass. 
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Plate 27 Liriga head in sandstone. 

Plate 28: Eka Mukha Liriga in white marble, probably from Liriga shrine. 
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Plate 29: Defaced liflga in white marble 

Plate 30: Broken liflga in white marble. 
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Plate 31: Liflga in white marble. 

Plate 32: Grinding stone from surface. 
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Plate 33: Architectural element in Kanjur stone. 

Plate 34: Glazed pottery. 
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Plate 35: Post Mauryan period and Early Kusan coins. 
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Plate 36: Early and Late Kusan coins. 
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Plate 37: Kusano --· Sasanian coins 
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Plate 38: Kusano-Sasanian coins. 
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Plate 39: Kusano-Sasanian coins. 
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Plate 40: Kusano-Sasanian coins. 
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Plate 41: Kusano-Sasanian coins. 
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Plate 42 Kusano-Sasanian coins 
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Plate 43: Gold coins of Vasu Deva I 
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Plate 44: Late Kusan coins. 
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Plate 46 Late Kusan coins. 
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Plate 48 Kidara gold coins. 
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Plate 51 • Coins of the Hepthalites. 
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Plate 53: Coins of the Hepthalites. 
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Plate 54: Toramana, the Hindu Shahi and Islamic period coins. 
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Plate 55: Western K�atrapas, Vyagraha and unidentified coins. 
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Plate 56: Lajja GaurT seals 
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Nos. 1. Tweezers; 2. Earrihg; 3-4. Finger rings; 5. Antinomy rod; 6. Ear cleaner. 

Nos. 7. Bead driller; 8_-10: Arrowheads. 

Plate 57: Copper and iron objects. 




